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ABSTRACT

To meet the increasing mobility demands in planetary ex-
ploration, there is a need for further detailed soil interac-
tion models. Therefore a simulation framework based on
the three-dimensional Discrete Element Method (DEM)
is developed. This approach implicitly covers the soils
grain relocation and the resulting plastic deformations.
The model and framework are designated to predict the
dynamic interaction with soft soils for development of lo-
comotion equipment and strategies. As the shear strength
of granular matter strongly depends on interparticle fric-
tion and rotation, a new interparticle contact model is
developed. For determining the particle’s contact pa-
rameters, a first procedure without the need of prelimi-
nary calibration simulations has been designed. First re-
sults, which could be used for wheel development are
presented. Bevameter measurements are used to set the
particles parameters as well as for verification issues.

Key words: Discrete Element Method; terramechanics;
planetary rover; soil interaction;.

1. INTRODUCTION

Due to the increasing interests of science exploration on
planets and moons, there is a need to extend the mobil-
ity performance of planetary exploration vehicles. The
locomotion capabilities of these systems strongly depend
on the interaction with soft granular soils. Thus a major
design challenge is to develop suitable solutions for loco-
motion equipment and strategies. The mastering of these
challenges depends on detailed soil interaction models to
predict the system behaviour and get a better understand-
ing of the underlying effects.
Due to the last years fast development of computa-
tion hardware, methods like Finite or Discrete Element
Method (DEM) became computationally affordable in
the field of terramechanics. Methods like Finite Element
Method (FEM) or empirical models ([2], [3]) treat granu-
lar soils as continua. For discretisation meshes with fixed
neighbored nodes are used. Therefore problems concern-
ing distorted meshes due to large deformations may oc-
cur. Henceforth material transport is modeled as defor-

mation of the continuum.
Most empirical models are based on Bekker’s theory de-
veloped back in the 1960’s ([2]). These models are usu-
ally based on a nonlinear dependency between pressure
and sinkage of wheels, using additional terms to model
the shear part of the deformation. These regularly do
not cover the relocation of soil due to its deformation.
A model using Bekker’s theory in three dimensions and
an additional procedure to model soil relocation is shown
in [5]. Finite Element models as applied in [4] or [6] are
mostly using Drucker-Prager model with Cap Plasticity.
The soil is modeled using eulerian elements.
The Discrete Element approach features modeling of soft
sandy soils on grain scale, thus the macroscopic soil de-
formation is based on interparticle contact reactions. As
a result of this microscale modeling approach many ef-
fects, like plastic deformation due to grain relocation, are
implicitly covered by the model. Furthermore the usage
of discrete particles enables an insight to the effects of
soil deformation (Figure 1).

Figure 1. An insight to soil behaviour and deformation
under dynamic loads: soil velocity fields below a driving
wheel

Due to the particle based approach it is possible to set
gravity as an input parameter concerning not only the
wheel, but the soil density and shear strength, too.
The paper will focus on a newly developed wheel-soil in-
teraction model and simulation framework based on the
DEM simulator Pasimodo [1]. The model and framework
are designated to predict the dynamic interaction with
soft soils for development of locomotion equipment and
strategies, supporting the increasing mobility demands.



2. DEM MODELING

2.1. Introduction

The Discrete Element Method has been first announced
by Cundall & Strack [8] in 1979. It is based on mod-
eling a granular medium from discrete particles without
any fixed neighboring relation, thus the particles are free
to move and contact each other in 6 DoF. Each particle’s
motion is then calculated out of the occurring contact
forces. Thus the DEM does not need a mesh for discreti-
sation of the medium.
Discrete Element Method has a wide range of applica-
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Figure 2. Soft particle contact generating overlap

tions, like in mining applications (conveyors and mills),
excavation processes [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], rock me-
chanics [22], civil engineering [23] and geomechanics
[24]. Wheel-soil interaction studies have been carried out
in [18], [19], [20], [17], [21], [15], [16]. The approaches
described in [15] and [16] are the only ones that cover
three dimensions.
The motion states for each particle can be obtained by in-
tegration of the principles of linear and angular momen-
tum:

m~̈ui =
∑

~FC
i (1)

Ji ~̈φi =
∑

~MC
i (2)

i ∈ [1, 3]

whereat ~FC
i are the contact forces in direction ~ei, ~MC

i
are the contact torques and Ji the moment of inertia in
axis of rotation ~ei. Based on Figures 2 and 3 the contact
reactions in normal direction can be calculated from the
particles overlap δ and relative velocity ~̇umn (Eq. 3, 4).
Therefore a spring-damper element is assigned between
the contacting particles m and n if δ > 0. To keep the
overlap as low as possible, a nonlinear elastic force ~F c

n

correspondent to Hertzian theory and a damping force ~F k
n

are applied in normal direction:

~F c
n =

2E

3(1− ν2)
·
√
r12 · δ3mn · ~n0 (3)

~F k
n = u̇mn · kn · ~n0 (4)

where r12 is the mean radius and ~n0 is the contact normal
of the contacting particles m and n.

In tangential direction another spring-damper element
is used to model the reaction forces up to the Mohr-
Coulomb yield criterion. If the criterion is met, then the
slider element is restricting the force to sliding friction.
Therefore the tangential force ~FT could be calculated as
follows:

~FT =

{
cT · ~δT ∀ ~FcT ≤ FN · tan(φh)
~FN · tan(φg) ∀ ~FcT > FN · tan(φh)

(5)

where ~δT and cT are the deflection and stiffness of the
spring (Figure 3) and FN is the total contact normal force
of the particles m and n. φh and φg are the internal stick
and slip friction angles. In addition to these forces a back-
ground damping coefficient kh, which is independent of
the particle’s contact situation is applied to improve sys-
tem stability. After contact detection and calculation of
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Figure 3. Interparticle contact model for normal and tan-
gential direction

the corresponding contact reactions, the equations are in-
tegrated by a semi-implicit Newmark-Integrator scheme.
As this method is unconditionally stable, larger time steps
compared to explicit solvers are achievable ([7], [1]).

2.2. Modeling the grains shape

Grains in real soils are shaped by the process of their for-
mation and wear. These shapes often consist of a high
number of edges and are often non-convex. The particle’s
geometry strongly influences the rotational behaviour on
micro-scale and thus the shear strength on macro-scale
of the material (see also [25]). The common shape for
DEM is a spherical particle. Spheres have no geometri-
cal resistance torque against rotation, therefore high inter-
particle friction values are needed to gain sufficient shear
strength.

Modeling the real particles shapes is possible using
clumped spherical or single polygonal particles, but leads
to much higher computational effort. As these geometries
are not always convex, there is a possibility to have more
than one contact point per particle pair. As computation
time scales with the number of contacts nc in a nonlinear
manner, these shapes are not suitable for efficient simula-
tion models.
A more effective way of modeling the grains rolling be-
haviour, is to add resistive torque laws to the contact
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Figure 4. Aspect ratio as two dimensional parameter for
two different grain shapes

model. Common resistance torque models are damping
[1] or rotational velocity scaling strategies [28] and elas-
tic torques with plastic limitation ([25], [26], [27]).
Strategies depending on the rotational velocity are not
sufficient for quasi-static and static load cases as they are
introducing a resistance to dynamic loads only. Elastic
resistance torques are increasing the static shear strength,
but are not covering the tilting behaviour of angular
grains. Their torque rises to the plastic maximum from
zero with increasing rotation, whereas the resistance
torque due to tilting motion starts at its maximum torque
(Figure 5 left position), which is decreasing (Figure 5
right position) and changing sign while tilting.
Therefore a new rotational contact model is currently de-
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Figure 5. Mapping the grains rolling behaviour to spher-
ical particle using nonlinear torque laws

veloped. This model is mapping the tilting behaviour of
arbitrarily shaped grains to computational efficient spher-
ical particles (Figure 5). Thus the geometry of the parti-
cles is divided to the spherical body for contact detection
and an additional two dimensional representation for ev-
ery rotation around the particles local axis. Thus it is
capable of reproducing anisotropic rolling behaviour by
direction dependent elongation of the particle. As a first
assumption rectangular geometries are used. To cover ar-
bitrarily shaped grains, the aspect ratio angle γ is used.
As shown in Figure 4 the aspect ratio angle γ can be de-
fined as:

γ = arctan
(a
b

)
(6)

γ = arctan (A) (7)

γ ∈
(

0;
π

2

)
where a and b are the dimensions of the grain andA is the
aspect ratio. For each axis of rotation a corresponding

rotation plane is defined, whereas the axis is the planes
normal vector. From this plane and the contact plane Ec
of both particles the normal and tangential force direc-
tional vectors ( ~NC, ~TC) in the rotation plane could be de-
rived. As the sphere rotates against another sphere, the
instantaneous center of rotation MP as well as the cen-
ter of mass SP gain no translational movement. Hence
the virtual rectangle’s center of rotation Mk needs to be
moved in ~TC direction (Figure 5). On that account the
sphere is not moved like its virtual rotation geometry, but
the corresponding torques are applied.
To calculate the torques, tangential as well as normal
forces acting on the particles are used:

~MP =

3∑
i,j,k=1

(
~F jk

T ×
[
ljkT (θi(t), γi) · ~N jk

c

]
+

~F jk
N ×

[
ljkN (θi(t), γi) · ~T jk

c

] )
i, j, k =[1, 2, 3] ∧ i 6= j 6= k

(8)

where i is the actual axis of rotation and lT, lN are the
nonlinear moment arms for the respective forces, which
are dependent on θi (t) as well as γi. The forces acting
in the rotation plane need to be derived from the particles
contact forces by projection from R3 in the correspond-
ing R2 of the plane. The rotation angle θi around each
axis is calculated from the local particle coordinate sys-
tem and the contact plane each time step.
The proposed torque law covers the tilting behaviour of
angular grains. Therefore only one additional parame-
ter γ is introduced, which is connected to physical grains
shape.

2.3. Parameter estimation

The estimation of the micro-scale parameters is still an
unsolved issue in DEM simulations. Common strategies
are comparing real and simulated material tests, while
optimizing the contact model parameters using the error
as criterion. The downside of this strategy is the high
amount of iterations needed to gain sufficient parameters.
Additionally these strategies are only delivering parame-
ters for one special soil.
To estimate the parameters in an efficient way, a strategy
that lowers the number of iterations to a minimum is used.
This is done by reducing the number of arbitrary param-
eters. Therefore the parameters are stored in a parameter
matrix ΛP, such that:

ΛP :=

(
E, ν kN r 0 ρ
cT kT 0 φ 0
0 0 r γ J

)
(9)

wherein the lines are corresponding to the direction (nor-
mal, tangential and rotational) and the columns are corre-
sponding to stiffness, damping, geometry, shear and iner-
tia parameters. Some of these parameters can be obtained
analytically by modeling constraints in advance.
Preliminary analysis studying the parameter influence on



piling processes and bevameter measurements were car-
ried out. It could be shown, that the particles stiffness
is mainly concerning the elastic behaviour of the system
(as shown in [29], too). Higher stiffness values are caus-
ing higher computational effort and numerical problems,
as the eigenfrequency of a particle pair is rising accord-
ingly. Due to soils mainly plastic deformation and dissi-
pative characteristics the stiffness can be decreased.
A systematic approach is used to calculate the particles

Figure 6. Equivalent model (r.) for minimum stiffness
calculation using bevameter simulation (l.)

stiffness before simulation. The stiffness needs to be suf-
ficiently high to avoid large overlaps. Therefore it can be
calculated using the maximum allowed overlap. Assum-
ing the worst case of a cubic primitive lattice packing, the
minimum stiffness cn for bevameter test simulations can
be derived as:

cn ≥ 2πzh
3~p · Rr + zh · ρp · ~g

3~a
(10)

a =
δ

r
|a| ≤ amax

thereby ~p is the expected soil pressure (from experiments)
and zh is the height of the simulation domain, corrected
by the expected sinkage. R and r are the bevameter
plate’s and particle’s radii. The calculated stiffness is
used to choose Young’s modulus for the Hertzian model
based on equivalent linear stiffness. Poisson’s number
is then chosen dependent on the used material’s proper-
ties. In [30] an overview of contact parameters for DEM
is shown. For the presented range of the tangential stiff-
ness from ct = 0, 05..1 · cn almost no influence has been
observed in the preliminary analysis. As a lower bound-
ary ct = 0, 03 · cn was discovered. For reduction of
calculation time the lowest value is used. The damping
values are chosen to be a fraction of the critical damp-
ing kkrit for the particle pair with the highest eigenfre-
quency. It is chosen as a compromise between stability
and establishing of steady state conditions dependent on
the load case (e.g. wheel or pressure-sinkage simulation).
Thereby damping is in a range of k = 2..15% · kkrit. Due
to limited computation power and time it is not possible
to assign the real soils grain size as particle radius. A
common procedure is to scale up the particle size. To
perform the scaling in a reproducible way, the resolution
Γ is introduced as:

Γ =
Lmin

2rmax
(11)

where Lmin is the smallest dimension of the tool manipu-
lating the soil (e.g. grouser length, bevameter plate) and

rmax the biggest particles diameter. By using the res-
olution Γ to choose the particle size, it is assumed that
for sufficiently high Γ ≥ Γmin enough particles are ma-
nipulated at the same time to cover the soil deformation
effects introduced by the tool.
It has been observed that for Γ ≥ 2..3 there is low in-
fluence of the particles radius for wheel simulations. In
[19] similar resolution (Γ = 1.25..5) is used. For be-
vameter and piling simulations the resolution should be
Γ ≥ 10. The particles density is set to the according ma-
terials values. The inertia of the particles is dependent on
its geometric properties and density:

Ji =
1

9
· πρr3

(
r

Ai

)2

(12)

It is assigned as an anisotropic parameter depending on
the axis of rotation, to meet the virtual elongated par-
ticle rotation geometry. The friction angle between the
tool (e.g. wheel surface, bevameter plate) and particles is
measured by bevameter shear tests using plates without
grousers but similar tool material.
The main influencing parameters for shear strength are φ
and γ/A. Thus they need to be chosen according to ex-
perimental data. It is planned to create lookup tables for
a variety of values, which enables the selection of these
parameters from real soil values without the need of pre-
liminary calibration simulations.
For a first verification of the DEM soil modeling and the
proposed parameter mapping method, the bevameter test
is carried out in reality as well as in simulation. Figure
7 shows the pressure sinkage relation for both measured
and computed test for a milled lava sand (RMC-Soil03)
with a friction angle of ψ = 31◦.
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Figure 7. pressure sinkage test carried out as simulation
(+) and measurement (×)



3. ANALYSIS OF WHEELED ROVER LOCOMO-
TION

3.1. Model setup

The DEM model for single wheel simulation consists of
a particle filled soil bin and the wheel’s representation.
The boundaries as well as the wheels are represented by
triangulated surfaces. The wheel surface is created by
parametric equations and imported to Pasimodo. Figure
8 shows some examples for wheels that can be created
using this approach. The triangulated wheel is attached

Figure 8. Examples for the output of the analytical wheel
creation

to a non-contacting particle which is calculating its dy-
namics based on the summed contact reactions (Figure
1). To reduce the computation time mirror symmetry is
used to simulate only half the number of particles. The
symmetry boundary is modeled as frictionless wall, as
it can be assumed that neighboring particles would have
the same velocity and load state as the particles contact-
ing the boundary.

The proposed single wheel DEM model is executed in
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Figure 9. Model setup for single wheel test simulations

three steps by the wheel simulation framework. At first
the particles are dropped into the soil bin. This step needs
to be executed only once per soil setup. As a second
step the wheel is dropped into the soil, while its rotational

DoFs are locked. After steady state sinkage is reached the
simulator is stopped and the results (e.g. particle pack-
ing, wheel position) are forwarded to the driving simu-
lation by the framework. Using the pre-computed static
sinkage, a constant rotational velocity is assigned to the
wheel and its steady state slippage is used to compare the
locomotion performance of different setups. Additional
resistance forces ~FR can be applied to the model. A sum-
mary of the used parameters is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Wheel simulation parameters
Parameter

Wheel diameter 250 mm
Wheel width 125 mm
Grouser height 15 mm
Grouser number 0..28
Normal load 8,33 kg
Rotational velocity 3 s−1

Simulation domain 1200× 200× 400 mm3

Young’s modulus 3 · 106 N
m2

Poisson’s ratio 0.2
Particle density 2400 kg/m3

Resolution Γ 3
Maximum time step 5 · 10−5s
Number of particles 62000

3.2. Simulation results

As a first example of the capabilities of the model, simu-
lations for Exomars sized wheels (dwheel = 250 mm) are
carried out. Figure 10 shows the comparison of the real
rovers wheel and the simulated one with 12 grousers. As
wheels are modeled without side faces (Figure 8) to allow
displaced soil to flow inside, the same effect occurring
in reality is covered, but leading to few particles being
”trapped” at the inner faces of the grousers. The forma-
tion of bumps from displaced soil can be observed in the
model and are dependent on the grouser number and ge-
ometry.
Figure 11 shows the development of the force in travel

Figure 10. Rover wheel and single wheel simulation
snapshot

direction for a wheel traveling through the soil. It can
be seen, that steady state conditions are reached after
≈ 0,5 m. From recorded slip data it can be calculated,



that steady state is reached after 1,15 wheel revolutions
are done. After reaching steady conditions the slip value
is around 38%.
The steady state force in travel direction is fluctuating
due to the changing number of grousers, which are cur-
rently manipulating the soil. In steady state either 6 or 7
grousers are manipulating the soil at once. To predict the
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Figure 11. Force in travel direction for 28 grousers

the influence of the grouser number on the locomotion
performance a parameter variation has been performed.
Therefore the mean slip-value after gaining steady state
condition is used as criterion for the tractive performance.
To predict the influence of their number, the grousers
need to be the main tractive elements of the wheel. To as-
sure this, a rather large grouser height of 15 mm is used.
By setting Γ = 3 the soils particles are assumed to be
small enough to reproduce the grouser-effects.
As it can be seen in Figure 12, that for wheels with
up to 20 grousers slip is reduced. Using more then 20
grousers shows almost no additional benefit in terms of
locomotion performance, while torque is increasing with
the number of grousers.
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Figure 12. Steady state wheel slip dependent on the num-
ber of grousers

3.3. Further applications

The proposed DEM soil interaction model could not only
be used to model wheeled locomotion on planetary sur-
faces. A first feasibility study modeling the HP3-Mole’s
(Heat Flow and Physical Properties Package) hammering
motion into the surface of Mars has been conducted for
NASA’s InSight Mission. With this first two dimensional
model (Figure 13 (r.)) of the HP3-Mole it could be
shown that the DEM model is applicable for this kind of
locomotion, too.

Figure 13. Optimization of HP3-Mole using Multibody
(l.) and Discrete Element (r.) approach

Because of the complex behaviour of the hammering
mechanism, multibody models regarding inner contact
dynamics are used to model it. As the soil has a big in-
fluence on the mole’s performance, a currently used em-
pirical soil model will be replaced by the DEM model.
Therefore a co-simulation approach interconnecting both
multibody and discrete element simulator will be used to
carry out further optimizations of the mole (e.g. outer
shape, tip angle etc.).

4. CONCLUSION

To improve the performance prediction of planetary rover
wheels on soft soils a three-dimensional DEM model was
developed. To estimate the micro scale parameters a new
strategy using no preliminary calibration simulation is
proposed and used for the simulation runs. To cover the
angular shape of the grains, a new torque law using spher-
ical particles is proposed. It was shown that the DEM
model is applicable to wheel-soil interaction problems.
A verification was performed by comparison of bevame-
ter measurement and simulation. Further effects, like the
formation of bumps from displaced soil as well as soil
flowing into the open wheel geometry, occurring for real
rover wheels driving through soft soil have been observed
by the model. Single wheel measurements will be carried



out providing further validation.
It has been shown, that if a maximum number of grousers
per wheel is exceeded, no further improvement of loco-
motion performance is occurring. It is planned to use
the model for systematic analysis of wheel-soil interac-
tion and planetary rover wheel development. As a second
type of locomotion, the hammering into the martian sur-
face has been modeled for the HP3-Mole using DEM. A
co-simulation of the hammering mechanisms multibody
system and discrete element soil is under current devel-
opment.
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